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Packet Forwarding in a Network

Technical Field

The present invention relates to packet forwarding in a network. In particular it relates

to a method in which forwarding information is contained in a packet header so that a

network node may determine along which link(s) the packet should be forwarded from

the forwarding information in the packet header.

Background

Publish-Subscribe ("pubsub") oriented networking, as described by Mikko Sarela,

Teemu Rinta-Aho, and Sasu Tarkoma in "RTFM: Publish/Subscribe Internetworking

Architecture", published in the proceedings of ICT Mobile Summit, Stockholm, June 11-

13, 2008, focuses on data, as opposed to the original Internet Protocol which focuses

on hosts and end points, as primary named entities. This focus on naming end points,

and universal connectivity between end points, creates a number of well known

problems. Firstly, the current inter-networking paradigm allows parties to communicate

with each other in an open network even though some parties are outright malicious,

and others selfish. Secondly, a major fraction of contemporary applications are more in

the business of information dissemination than that of end-to-end, two-way

communication. Finally, from a hardware point of view, in many types of networks (e.g.

certain types of radio, cable, and optical networks) broadcasting or multicasting is a

more natural basic operation than sending a message to a single, explicitly identified

recipient. ("Multicasting" is the delivery of information to a group of specified

destinations simultaneously, whereas "broadcasting" refers to transmitting information

such that it may in principle be received by any device on a network.) In view of these

three problems, it is proposed that inter-networking based on the publish-subscribe

paradigm would be more natural, efficient, and easy-to-implement than the current

sender-oriented one.



In the cases of HTTP, peer-to-peer traffic, RSS-feeds, PSIP events, Service Oriented

Architecture (SOA), etc, then, looking at the data more closely, it appears that a major

fraction of this (and probably other) traffic consists of fairly simple information

repetition. For example, even a dynamic web page typically consists of a large number

of static components that are joined together with a small amount of client-specific

HTML code. In many peer-to-peer networks, a major problem is to pre-distribute the

data as close as possible to the prospective consumers in an optimal way.

Generalizing, it can be argued that, with the possible exception of real-time interactive

traffic such as voice calls, the majority of contemporary network traffic is data oriented.

That is, the applications are not interested in creating connections but are interested in

transferring well defined pieces of data. Some of the data is transactional in nature,

meaning that it is short lived and is specific to the communicating parties, but the vast

majority of data seems to be sender and recipient agnostic. For example, if a user

wants to get the newest CNN news, the bits are basically the same (more-or-less)

independent of the user's identity, and the user does not care where the bits physically

come from.

The huge variety of different technologies for delivering relatively simple, even static,

data is causing many problems due to lack of interoperability. The competition for the

future standard of data delivery has started. Given the incentives (produced by lack of

interoperability and other deficiencies within current architecture) it is expected that

within 10 years, there will be some standard way of publishing and retrieving data.

One idea behind the Publish-Subscribe paradigm is that one can avoid unwanted data

delivery from one node to another. Using globally unique IP addresses, as in today's

network, a sender can deliver a data packet to a host identified with an IP address

without any explicit request from the receiver. This causes many problems, as it

results in a user receiving unwanted, and even possibly malicious, data. This problem

could be overcome by abandoning receiver-based addressing, such as used in the IP

address scheme, as this removes the possibility of sending data to a destination host

without the destination host having requested the data. However, if the IP address

scheme were abandoned it would be necessary to provide a new mechanism that can

be used to route packets through the network.



Summary

A first aspect of the present invention provides a method of providing packet routing

information in which routing information, from a source node to one or more destination

nodes, is encoded into a compact representation of set membership. The compact

representations is put into a header of a packet that is to be sent from the source node

to the destination node(s).

The compact representation of set membership may comprise a Bloom filter.

The routing information may comprise a plurality of link or node identifiers, each

identifying a respective network link or respective network node. Alternatively, it may

comprise an identifier that identifies a partial path, later referred to as a "virtual link",

containing two or more network links. (As used herein, a "link" directly connects two

nodes of a network and a "path" through the network comprises, in general, a plurality

of "links".)

The routing information may define one or more paths from the source node to the

destination node(s), or it may define respective paths from the source node to two or

more different destination node(s). When part of the paths are overlapping, such

overlapping information is encoded only once, thereby representing a delivery tree

instead of a set of paths.

The routing information may be encoded at a source node of the network. Alternatively

the routing information may be encoded at a routing server with the encoded routing

information being forwarded to the source node.

The method may comprise determining a path from the source node to the destination

node(s) by interrogating the routing information contained in the header of the packet .

A second aspect of the invention provides a method of routing a packet through a

network. A packet is received at a network node; and routing information contained in

the header of the packet is interrogated to determine one or more links along which the

packet is to be sent from the node and/or to determine one or more other nodes to

which the packet is to be sent from the node. The routing information is contained in

the header of the packet as a compact representation of set membership. The packet



is forwarded along the determined link(s) and/or to the determined other node(s) from

the network node.

The compact representation of set membership may comprise a Bloom filter.

The routing information may comprise a plurality of link identifiers, each identifying a

respective network link or node. Alternatively, it may comprise an identifier or

identifiers that each identify a partial path containing two or more network links.

A third aspect of the invention provides a network node comprising means for receiving

a packet. It further has means for interrogating routing information contained in the

header of the packet as a compact representation of set membership to determine one

or more links along which the packet is to be sent from the node and/or one or more

other nodes to which the packet is to be sent from the node. The node forwards the

packet along the determined link(s) and/or to the determined other node(s).

The routing information may comprise a plurality of link or node identifiers, each

identifying a respective network link or node. Alternatively, it may comprise an

identifier or identifiers that each identify a full or partial path containing two or more

network links.

The method of the first aspect may comprising defining a path through a network,

which path comprises a plurality of segments, each segment having an associated

identifier. An identifier, different from the identifiers associated with each segment

included in the path, is assigned to the path. Encoding the routing information

comprises encoding the identifier assigned to the path, rather than encoding the

identifiers associated with each segment of the path.

The identifier assigned to the path may be unrelated to the identifiers associated with

each segment included in the path.

At least one segment of the path may comprise two or more links each of which directly

connects two network nodes.



Brief Description of the Drawings

Embodiments of the invention will be further described, by way of example, with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the process of adding items to a Bloom

Filter;

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the process of verifying whether a data item

has been added to a Bloom Filter;

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a Bloom Filter verification returning a false

positive;

Figure 4 illustrates forwarding a packet through a network according to an embodiment

of the invention;

Figure 5 illustrates forwarding a packet through a network according to an embodiment

of the invention;

Figure 6 illustrates creating a virtual link through a network according to another

embodiment of the invention;

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of a Virtual Link Setup packet;

Figure 8 illustrates another method of creating a virtual link through a network;

Figure 9 illustrates virtual links that create Multicast trees;

Figure 10 illustrates multiple paths through a network for a single packet;

Figure 11 is a block flow diagram illustrating provision of forwarding information in a

packet header; and

Figure 12 is a block flow diagram illustrating forwarding a packet through a network

according to the embodiment of figure 5 ;



Detailed Description

The present invention will be described with reference to embodiments in which the

routing information is contained in a Bloom Filter. However, the invention is not limited

to a Bloom Filter, and other compact representations comprising encoding routing

information into a set membership that can be interrogated to identify a routing

information similar to using a Bloom Filter in functionality may be used such as, for

example, the representation described by A Pagh et al. in "An Optimal Bloom Filter

Replacement", Proceedings of the sixteenth annual ACM-SIAM symposium on Discrete

algorithms, pages 823-829 (2005). The invention may also be effected with modified

Bloom filters such as disclosed by, for example, M. Mitzenmacher in "Compressed

Bloom Filters", IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking, Vol. 10, No. 5 , p604 (2002).

The present invention provides a new Bloom Filter (BF)-based source routing scheme

where routing information is included in a BF in the packet header. Usually, the term

"source routing" is used when the source node controls the full path that the packet will

take from the source node to the destination node. Other used terms are "strict source

routing" when the exact path is known and "loose source routing" when the source

node defines only some points in the network through which the packet will travel.

The proposed solution is "source routing" in the sense that the routing functionality

knows the whole path of the packet up to a destination or a set of destinations and

creates a packet header based on this information. Also, this can be considered to be

strict source routing, because each node on the path is known. (It should be noted

that, as explained below, a node acts as a forwarding element in the present invention

and does not itself make decisions about which route a packet should take.) The

created packet header is given to or constructed at the source node for incorporation in

the packet. When using a BF-based header where all distinct forwarding steps are

included, the forwarding node cannot extract any single node or link information from

the header. Thus the nodes are not actually aware of where the packet will be routed.

Each node on the path can only use their own link information to verify where the

packet should be passed.

Using the Bloom filter based method of the invention it is also possible minimize the

state information that is needed in the network nodes.



Before describing embodiments of the invention, a preliminary description of Bloom

Filters will be given.

Bloom Filters

Bloom Filters (BF) provide an efficient way of including data items in a compact

representation of set membership. Few distinct hash values are calculated over a data

and these hash values represent certain bits in the Bloom Filter bit string, which during

item addition are set to one.

Using the same methodology, it is possible to insert link information in the set

representation, where link information corresponds to a link between two nodes in the

network. From the Bloom Filter where data items have been added, it is impossible to

extract the added information. It is only possible to verify if the item is included there or

not. There is a small possibility for false positives (informing that the data item has

been added, while in fact it has not been added), but no possibility for false negatives.

When applying this to routing, a BF that is used for packet forwarding can create

additional packet multiplications in the network due to false positives, which in pub/sub

networks is considered to be not harmful as long as there is a way to control the false

positive rate. In case of BFs it means that it is possible to control the number of items

to be added, and the size of the filter. But, which is more important, the data is always

routed at least via links which have been added to the set representation.

As a result, the BF (e.g. 128 bits long) can be added to a packet header, and it

contains the whole route from the source node to the destination node. This may be

end-to-end, or only a part of the path between the original data publisher and the

subscriber. In a network node, only a minimal amount of forwarding information needs

to be maintained. E.g. each node typically maintains a routing table, each table entry

holding information needed to identify those packets that will be sent over a given link.

In that case, it is possible that the node needs only one entry in the forwarding table for

each node that it connects to.



The forwarding process is efficient, while the packet identifying information in the

forwarding table entry is bitwise ANDed (where "ANDed" denotes the logical AND

operation) with the BF in the packet header, and if the result is equal to the packet

identifying information, the packet is forwarded to the corresponding outgoing link. If

the result is not equal, the identifier for the particular link was never added to the Bloom

Filter and the packet is not forwarded to that link.

The invention can thus provide compact source routing information in a packet header

based on Bloom Filters. This minimises the state information that must be held in

network nodes.

It is further noted that there are alternative ways of naming the links between nodes.

The identifiers may have free format, in which case their Bloom filter representation is

computed in the usual manner of taking k different hashes over the identifier.

Alternatively, the link names may be constructed directly of k "1" bits and m-k "0" bits,

or k-z.., k-1 , k , k+1 ..k+z "1" bits and corresponding number of "0" bits, where z is very

small, in which case such hashing is not needed in order to construct the Bloom filter.

In both cases, the naming scheme must encode enough of entropy (randomness) to

the names in order to avoid hash collisions. To make a distinction between a free-form

link identifier and a Bloom-filter compatible k-of-m bits identifier, the latter are called link

IDs in this invention.

A Bloom Filter (BF) is a simple way to add data elements in a compact representation

of a set, called a filter, and later test if the element has been earlier added to it. A BF is

a bit string, containing a pre-defined number of bits, e.g. 128 bits, that are initially all set

to zeros. The size of the BF may vary depending on the use. As an example, in Figure

1 the number of bits in the BF is eight. In a general case, an 8-bit BF would be a very

small BF and would, in practice, be unusable for any purpose. Adding a data item to a

BF is a process where a number of distinct hash values are calculated from an

identifier. In case of the example in Figure 1, three distinct hash values are calculated

by applying three different hashing algorithms to the identifier "data 1", such that each

of these values is between 1 and 8 . Each of these values represent one bit in the BF.

After the hash values are calculated, each corresponding bit in the BF is set to one. In

the example of figure 1 the three hash values are 3 , 6 and 1, and the 1st, 3rd and 6th bits

in the Bloom filter are set to "1". This comprises the link ID for the identifier "data 1".



Figure 1 shows also adding another identifier - "data 2" - to the BF. The distinct hash

values are calculated similarly, and if the corresponding bit is already set to one in the

BF, the bit remains as one. In the example of figure 1 the three hash values obtained

from "data 2" are 4 , 7 and 1, and the 4th and 7th in the Bloom filter are set to "1" (the 1st

bit has already been set to "1", when "data 1" was added to the Bloom filter. It is clear

that when items are added in this way, there is no possibility to remove any items from

the BF; one cannot know if a bit with value "1" comes from one or more data items.

(There exists variants of BF where solutions to these limitations have been proposed,

and e.g. a counter has been attached to each of the bits. The counter is increased

each time an item is added and the corresponding bit is set to one. Removing an item

would cause the counter value to be decreased and once the value is zero, also the

corresponding bit can be set to zero. This solution, however, may lead to a problem

when there is a counter value overflow of one bit; decreasing the value is not reliable

any longer. Another downside of including a counter value is that the size of the BF

increases and it is no longer a compact representation of included data items. The

present invention requires a compact BF and, in the basic form of the invention, we do

not need to remove items from the BF. The BF is discarded once used.)

When we want to verify if a specific data item has been added to a BF, we start the

process by calculating the required number of distinct hash values over the data

resulting in a set of numbers corresponding to certain bits in the BF bit string. During

the verification process, we check the value of these bits in the BF; if all the values

have been set to one in the BF, the verification process returns true and if any of the

bits is zero, the verification returns false. This is illustrated in Figure 2 , which shows

the process of checking whether "data 1" is a member of the Bloom filter created in

figure 1. The three hash values are created for "data 1", using the same three hash

algorithms as used to create the Bloom filter, and these are 3 , 6 and 1. When the

Bloom filter is checked, it is found that the 3rd , 6th and 1st bits of the Bloom filter are all

set to "1", and this indicates (correctly) that "data 1" is included in the Bloom filter.



One feature of a Bloom filter is that process of verifying whether an item is a member of

a Bloom filter is not wholly accurate and can give rise to a "false positive". However, it

cannot give rise to a "false negative". If the data item has indeed been included, the

filter verification returns always "true" as the corresponding bits of the Bloom filter will

all be "1" (as the calculation process is the same during adding an item to the Bloom

filter and during verification). Thus, we get a correct answer. However, if any of the bits

checked in the verification process is found to be zero, the verification returns "false"

and we know that the item has not been added to the Bloom filter.

However, as shown in Figure 3 , it is possible that the filter verification returns true even

if the data item has not been added to the filter. In the example of figure 3 the three

hash values obtained from "data 3" are 4 , 6 and 1, and the 4th, 6th and 1st bits of the

Bloom filter are all found to be "1" so the verification process returns that "data 3" is

included in the Bloom filter. This result is however incorrect, since "data 3" was not

added to the Bloom filter when it was created in figure 1, and in this case we say that

the verification returns a "false positive".

The rate of false positives depends on the length of the filter and the number of items

added to the filter.

Using Bloom Filters for Routing

According to the present invention each link of a network, i.e. connection between two

nodes, is considered as a identifiable data item having an identifier (or "name"). Thus,

the invention proposes that, when a packet is requested, a path is chosen through a

network from a source node to a destination node, which may be described as a

sequence of link identifiers. The sequence of link identifiers is encoded into a BF, and

the BF is put in the packet header.



Alternatively, instead of identifying the links that make up a path through a network one

could define the path by identifying the nodes along the path. However, in the case that

there may be two or more different links between two nodes of the path, such a

scheme would contain less information and lead to less optimal operation, e.g., in the

case where there is a need to balance traffic load between parallel links. Hence,

without loss of generality, the preferred embodiments present invention are described

only in terms of identifying a path by the links that make up the path, but it should be

understood that the invention is not limited to this. It should be noted, though, that in

the case of a pure radio network, such as a Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET), there

are no identifiable links and therefore in such an environment the present invention

would use node identifiers instead of link identifiers. Furthermore, it must be noted that

when node IDs are used instead of (unidirectional) link IDs, there must be a

mechanism to avoid excessive looping, e.g., each packet may carry a lifetime indicator

and the identity of a few recently visited nodes, or each node may remember a

sufficient number of recently seen packets.

A node in the network can determine which outgoing link(s) from the node it should

forward the packet along, by interrogating the Bloom filter in the packet header to

determine which outgoing link IDs have been added to the Bloom filter in the packet

header - if a particular outgoing link identifier has been added to the Bloom filter in the

packet header, the packet is forwarded along that link. This process is repeated at

each node along the path. (If the path is defined in terms of nodes along the path

rather than in terms of the links that make up the path, the node would interrogate the

Bloom filter in the packet header to determine to which other network nodes it should

send the packet, and the packet is forwarded to the node(s) obtained by interrogating

the Bloom filter.)

The invention makes use of the advantage of the BF in the sense that it is a compact

representation of the data items and that it always returns a correct answer if the data

item has been added to the filter. In case of "pub/sub" routing false positives are not a

concern, as long as the probability is low. False positives cause the packet to be

delivered to a wrong destination - which is not considered to be harmful, as long as the

rate of false positives can be controlled. In BFs the rate of false positives depends on

the length of the BF, the number of bits representing a data item and the number of

data items that have been added to the filter.



An embodiment of the invention will be described with reference to figures 4 and 11.

This embodiment relates to generation of the Bloom filter.

Figure 4 is a schematic view of a simple network having nodes R 1 to R5. A packet

source 1 is connected to node R 1 and a packet destination (or "sink") 2 is connected to

node R3. Each link between two of the nodes R 1 to R5 is provided with a link

identifier; in the embodiment of figure 4 direct Bloom-filter compatible link IDs are used

and they are generated as a directed identifiers so that each link has two separate link

IDs, one for each direction. This is needed to avoid loops in some situations

(described below). As an example, the link from node R 1 to node R2 has link ID

001001001 , and the reverse link from node R2 to node R 1 has link ID 110001000. The

link IDs in the example are chosen to be very short, 9 bits, for illustration but will in

practice be longer than this.

The embodiment of figure 4 relates to a Pub/Sub network in which the functionality

required for locating and delivering data between source and destination nodes can be

considered to consist of three different operations; Rendezvous, Routing, and

Forwarding. Roughly, the Rendezvous mechanism is responsible for maintaining

publication location information in the network, the Routing mechanism is responsible

for creating and configuring routes from the data location to the subscribing node

based on the information that is maintained in the rendezvous system, and the

Forwarding function is responsible for forwarding the actual data packets through the

network. These are denoted schematically in figure 4 as items 3 , 4 and 5 respectively.

It is assumed that the source 1 publishes publication P. This information is stored in

the Rendezvous system 3 so that the publication P maps to its current location. When

the user at the sink 2 subscribes to publication P (step 1 of figure 11) , the location

information for the publication P can be found from the Rendezvous system 3 (step 2 of

figure 11) . This provides information about the current location of the data and the

destination where it needs to be delivered.



The Routing function 4 needs the source and destination node information for building

a forwarding path between the source 1 and the destination (the sink 2). The Routing

function 4 maintains information about network links, the associated link Ids, and the

nodes which the link connects - for example, the information maintained in the Routing

function can be the node pairs and, for each node pair, the link ID of the link between

them. Once the information about link IDs, and the nodes that the links connect, is in

the Routing layer, it can build a path through the network using the source and

destination node information.

Thus, the Routing function has knowledge about the network topology. When the

Routing function gets a request to build a path between nodes A and B, it can create

the path using the links from e.g. A to C and C to B, if A and C as well as B and C are

directly connected. Thus, when the Routing function 4 is notified that the sink 2 has

requested the publication P from source 1, it can create, based on the source and

destination node information, a path from the source 1 to the destination 2 (step 3 of

figure 11). In the example of figure 4 the routing system uses the network topology

information and determines that the data needs to travel the path R 1 - R2 - R3.

The determined path may be expressed as a sequence of link identifiers, in this case

as {001001001 , 00101 1000} to denote a path formed of the link R 1 to R2 and the link

R2 to R3. To do this, the Routing function determines or retrieves (step 4 of figure 11)

the link ID of each link in the path that it has defined at step 3 of figure 11.

There are various ways to determine the link IDs. They can be automatically

generated by the nodes (for example a node can assign a link ID for its own outgoing

links towards nodes that it know it is connected directly to) and communicated

afterwards to the routing function, or they can be assigned by other instances and

configured on the nodes. A link ID may for example be obtained by applying a required

number of hashing algorithms to an underlying identifier and obtaining a bit mask from

the resultant hash values. However, for the purposes of the invention it is not

necessary that the link ID is anything else than a bit mask that that can be directly

applied to BF addition and verification - a suitable bit mask may be obtained by setting

k bits of a string of bits of length m bits to be "1" with the remaining bits remaining as

"0" (where the Bloom filter has a length of m bits and k<m).



In practice it is advantageous for all link IDs to have the same bit mask length m, since

it would be inefficient to process variable length fields in hardware. Hence, in practice

it is advantageous to determine the maximum affordable size for m, and then use that

as the bit mask length for all link IDs. However, the number k of bits set to "1" in the bit

mask forming a link ID may vary in the network, and the number k of bits set to "1"

does not have to be the same for all links. For example, the link ID for a high capacity

link may be formed by setting k0 - 1 bits of a string of bits of length m bits to be "1"

whereas a normal capacity link has a link ID formed by setting k0 bits of a string of bits

of length m bits to be "1". This may increase the number of false positives on the high

capacity link, but should reduce the number of false positives on other links.

Conversely the link ID for a low capacity link may be formed by setting k0 + 1 bits, or

even k0 + 2 bits, of a string of bits of length m bits to be "1". This should reduce the

number of false positives on that link, but may increase the number of false positives

on other links.

The k bits that are set to "1" to form a link ID may be selected at random. However, the

k bits may be selected in other ways - for example, locally it might make sense to

select the k bits for each outgoing link from node so that there is no overlap between

the link IDs of the links from a node. Consequently, the probability of sending a packet

over more than one link from a node when it should be send over just one outgoing link

will drop drastically (although more false positives may occur elsewhere).

The length m of the Bloom filter is preferably chosen such that the Bloom filter is, after

all routing information has been written into the Bloom filter as described below, no

more than half full, i.e., no more than m/2 bits are set to "1", as the ratio of false

positives can become significant if the Bloom filter is more than half full. However,

putting the Bloom filter into the packet header is only practicable if the number of bits of

the Bloom filter is reasonably low. In many practical cases, a Bloom filter of length of

around 128 bits should provide a suitably low number of false positives.



Once the path has been determined, the Routing function 4 creates (step 5 of figure

11) a BF containing the link IDs of the path. When the link IDs are constructed as

describe above and contain "m" bits of which k (or k-1 , k+1 , etc) ones are "1" bits, each

link ID is ORed into the BF (where ORed denotes the logical OR operation), so that the

BF contains information about each of the links on the path. In the example of figure 4

the path contains two links, from R 1 to R2 (link ID: 001001001) and from R2 to R3 (link

ID: 00101 1000), and the generated Bloom filter is therefore 00101 1001 .

The routing function sends (step 6 of figure 11) the created source routing BF to the

data source 1 together with the publication P identifier. The source node creates a

packet from the publication P and puts the received BF into the header (step 7 of figure

11). The packet is now ready for delivery, and may be sent by the data source 1 (step

8 of figure 11) .

In principle, the routing information may be encoded in the Bloom filter at the source

node rather than at the routing function 4 as described above.

Delivery of the packet is illustrated in figures 5 and 12. The packet, which contains

routing information as a Bloom filter in its header (in the example of figure 5 the Bloom

filter in the packet is the Bloom filter 00101 1001 generated in figure 4) is first sent to

R 1 . When the packet is received at node R 1 (step 1 of figure 12), R 1 interrogates the

routing information in the packet header by checking the Bloom filter included in the

packet header (step 2 of figure 12), and tries to match (step 3 of figure 12) the link ID

values of the outgoing links from R 1 to the BF in the packet header. For example,

each forwarding table entry in R 1 may consist of the link ID of an outgoing link and the

index of the corresponding physical link. The matching process is as illustrated in figure

2 .



The packet is forwarded (step 4 of figure 12) along the link or links outgoing from node

R 1 that have link IDs that match the Bloom filter. In this example node R 1 has two

outgoing links, to node R2 (link ID: 001001001 ) and to node R4 (link ID: 001010001 ) .

The result at R 1 of matching the Bloom filter 00101 1001 in the header of the received

packet to the outgoing links is two positives; one correct positive and one false positive.

The link R1-R2 has indeed been added to the BF in the received packet resulting in a

correct positive response from the verification. However, the link R1-R4 was never

added to the BF, and the matching of the link to node R4 with BF in the received

packet is a false positive.

The packet is therefore (correctly) forwarded to node R2 and is also (incorrectly)

forwarded to node R4. The process of interrogating the Bloom filter in the packet

header and looking for outgoing links that are included in the Bloom filter is repeated at

each node at which the packet is received. Thus in the example of figure 5 , when the

packet is received at nodes R2 and R4 the above process is repeated at each node.

At node R4, there is no outgoing matching link ID, and the packet is dropped. (Unlike

IP, where a packet can be delivered using the same destination IP address from

anywhere in the network towards the destination, the BF based header of the invention

can be used for routing only on a specific path. Once the packet is outside the path, it

doesn't have any matching link IDs included and the packet cannot be delivered

correctly.) At node R2 however, the BF in the packet header further matches the link

towards R3 (step 4) and the packet is forwarded to node R3 using that link.

The final delivery from node R3 to Sink 2 may be handled in any convenient way, and

the invention is not limited to any particular method of final delivery. For example, the

link ID towards the Sink 2 could be added to the BF when the BF is created, and the

packet may be forwarded from node R3 to the sink in a similar way as it is forwarded

between the nodes R 1, R2 and R3. As another example R3 could maintain the

subscription information from the sink, matches the publication ID on the subscription

and forwards the data to the sink.

Virtual Links

One problem with Bloom Filters is that they can get "full" relatively quickly. The

probability of a false positives increases when more elements are added to one filter,

and it is generally undesirable for a Bloom filter to be significantly more than half full.

Furthermore, as noted above, it is desirable to keep the length of the Bloom filter



relatively short. In a preferred feature of the invention, therefore, a "Virtual link" is

defined from multiple single links (where a single "link" directly links two network

nodes), allowing a more efficient way of describing delivery trees in the network and

requiring fewer link IDs to be added to BFs. When a "virtual link" is used in routing a

packet according to the method of the invention, routing using a virtual link is effected

in the same way as described above. The link ID of the virtual link is encoded, for

example in a Bloom filter, and is put into the packet header. The forwarding tables of

the nodes along the virtual link are configured to include the link ID of the virtual link

and the appropriate forwarding destination(s). When a node receives a packet having

the link ID of the virtual link in its header, it forwards the packet to the destination(s)

associated in its forwarding table with the link ID of the virtual link.

Consider the case shown in figure 6 , when the routing function is delivering data from

R 1 to R3. For some reason, this partial path is heavily loaded and multiple different

transmissions use the same path. It may therefore pay to define a "Virtual link"

between R 1 and R3. In figure 6 the routing function has defined such a virtual link from

R 1 to R3 via R2, and has given it a virtual link ID. In the example of Figure 6 the virtual

link is defined from two single links R1-R2 and R2-R3, but a virtual link may include

more that two single links. The new virtual link is thus R1-R2-R3. To secure of a

delivery of a packet from node R 1 to node R3 it is therefore necessary to enter only the

link ID of the virtual link into the Bloom filter in the packet header, rather than entering

the link IDs of the link R1-R2 and the link R2-R3.

A generated virtual link has a link ID, which need not be directly related to the link IDs

of the underlying links used to create the virtual link. In the example of figure 6 , the

virtual link R1-R2-R3 is given the link ID 101000100.

The link ID of the virtual link may be an m bits long bitmask of which k bits are "1" and

k-m bits are "0", as described for the link IDs, or it may be obtained by applying a hash

function to an underlying identifier for the link. Where the link ID is a bitmask, it would

be possible to use a specified bit of the bitmask to denote whether a link was an actual

link or a virtual link, by setting a specified bit to "1" if the link is an actual link and to "0"

if the link is a virtual link (or vice versa).



Nodes that belong to a virtual link, i.e. that lie on the physical path corresponding to the

virtual link, need to know about the virtual link so that they can forward packets. For

example, for each virtual link, there may be a new forwarding table entry in the nodes

of the link (except the last node of the link). Thus, in figure 6 , the forwarding table for

node R 1 further contains an entry for the virtual link R1-R2-R3, which indicates that a

packet that contains the link ID 101000100 in its packet header is to be forwarded to

node R2. Similarly, the forwarding table for node R2 further contains an entry for the

virtual link, which indicates that a packet that contains the link ID 101000100 in its

packet header is to be forwarded to node R3.

When a new virtual link is set up it has to be communicated to the nodes that belong to

the newly created virtual link. One way to communicate information about the virtual

link is to deliver the new virtual link ID to each of the nodes of the link separately but it

may alternatively be possible to use a more elegant way and allow the nodes to get this

information from a separate control packet delivered through the relevant nodes.

For example, to deliver information about a new virtual link using a control packet, the

routing function may use a Virtual Link Setup Packet (ViLS), see Figure 7 , to inform

nodes about the new virtual link ID. The BF in the ViLS packet header contains a

normally calculated BF, to which both R1-R2 and R2-R3 link IDs have been added as

described above so that the packet is forwarded along the link R1-R2-R3. In the data

field of the ViLS packet the new virtual link ID is included, as well as the lifetime of the

virtual link if this is needed. Each node that receives the ViLS packet can read the link

ID from the ViLS packet, and add the link ID to its forwarding table with the

corresponding outgoing link. The publication ID field or some other field in the packet

header may be used to indicate the ViLS packet type, but there are also other methods

for this. There is no need to include other information in the data field of the ViLS

packet related to setting up forwarding table entries in nodes - the BF in the packet

header may be used for this purpose, thus the outgoing links defined in the node's

forwarding table are the same as where the BF in the packet would route the packet

from the node and where the ViLS packet is next sent to.



When relying on the normally calculated BFs for distributing information about virtual

links, as described above, the representation of the virtual link in the network will

contain the same false positives as the normally calculated BF does, if any. When it is

desirable to avoid such false positives, a ViLS packet may explicitly encode the link IDs

of the links forming the virtual link, for example, in the data part of the packet. When the

link IDs are explicitly encoded into a ViLS packet, each node along the virtual link will

set up the forwarding table for the virtual link by comparing the outgoing link IDs with

the explicitly encoded link IDs in the packet, disregarding the BF in the packet header

for this purpose.

To add a virtual link to the forwarding tables of the network nodes, the Routing function

injects the newly built ViLS to node R 1 . The node R 1 notices that this is a control

packet, obtains the required information for the new forwarding table entry describing

the new virtual link from the packet data field and puts the new entry into its forwarding

table. The destinations for this entry may be determined by the BF in the ViLS packet

header or by explicitly listing them, as described above. Typically, the same

destinations are added to the forwarding table as where the ViLS packet will be further

delivered by the normal packet forwarding mechanism. Thus, in this example node R 1

adds the link ID of the virtual link R1-R2-R3 to its forwarding table, against the outgoing

link to node R2. The ViLS packet is then forwarded to node R2, where the process is

repeated - so that node R" adds the link ID of the virtual link R1-R2-R3 to its

forwarding table, against the outgoing link to node R3. The ViLS packet is then forward

to the next node, and so.

In figure 6 a virtual link is built using real links. It is also possible to define a new virtual

links by combining existing virtual links. Figure 8 shows how this is done. A virtual link

R1-R2-R3-R4-R5 is defined such that one segment is the virtual link R1-R2-R3 and

another segment is the virtual link R3-R4-R5. A virtual link may alternatively be defined

such that at least one segment is an actual link and at least one segment is a virtual

link.

A virtual link defined in this way is given a link ID that is different from (and need not be

related to) the identifiers of its constituent segments, and from the identifiers of the

actual links included in the virtual link. Thus, the virtual link R1-R2-R3-R4-R5 of figure

8 is given a link ID that need not be related to the link IDs of the two constituent Virtual



links R1-R2-R3 and R3-R4-R5 nor to the link IDs of the underlying network links R1-

R2, R2-R3, R3-R4, R4-R5.

The link ID of the virtual link R1-R2-R3-R4-R5 may be added to the forwarding tables

of the nodes R1-R2-R3-R4 using a ViLS packet as described above. The operation is

similar to that described for figure 6 , with the link IDs included in the BF being the IDs

of the virtual link R1-R2-R3 and the virtual link R3-R4-R5.

A virtual link may have an unlimited lifetime, or it may have a limited lifetime. As

indicated in figure 7 , the ViLS packet may contain also this lifetime information, if it is

known. In such a case, nodes purge the virtual link from their forwarding table after its

lifetime expires.

Modifications to the lifetime of existing virtual links can be done using a ViLS packet, by

sending a new packet that defines a new lifetime. The same method can be used to

manually purge existing virtual links, by sending ViLS where the lifetime is set to zero.

Multi-Path / Multicast Stateless Forwarding

The above description of the invention relates to a packet being sent from a source to a

single destination node. The invention is not however limited to this, and may be used

to deliver a packet from a source to two or more different destination nodes. This may

be done by adding link IDs that define paths to two or more destinations to the Bloom

filter to be included in the packet header.

Furthermore, although the above description of virtual links relates to a packet being

sent from a source to a single destination node, creating multi-path or multicast virtual

links is also possible. This may be done by adding to a BF two or more link IDs that

both define links out from one node. This is shown in figure 9 , where a virtual link

including R1-R2-R3, R1-R4-R5 and R1-R4-R6 is defined (with link ID 001001001 ) The

full multicast tree can be implemented by ORing Links R1-R2, R2-R3, R1-R4, R4-R5

and R4-R6 into the same BF.



The packet delivered from the source using this BF in the header will be delivered to all

three sink nodes (R3, R5, R6) in the figure. In a same way that a virtual link between

two nodes is setup in figure 6 , figure 9 sets up a virtual multicast tree using exactly the

same method. In this case each node that will send the data to more than one

destination determines this in the forwarding table by associating a virtual link ID to

multiple destination links (so that the forwarding table of node R4, as an example, lists

both the link to node R5 and the link to node R6 against the link ID (001001001 ) of the

virtual link).

The details of the virtual link may again be distributed using a ViLS packet. In figure 9 ,

the routing function creates a virtual link ID (001001001) for the tree, generates a ViLS

packet and injects it into R 1. After the ViLS packet has passed to all destinations, a

virtual multicast tree is setup in the network. When a data packet is sent with BF

(001001001 ) containing only the virtual multicast tree's ID in its header, the data is

routed from the Source to all Sinks in the network. Figure 9 shows the forwarding

tables for R2 and R4.

Another way to take advantage of multiple paths is to use it for redundancy. It is

possible to create paths that have same source and final destination(s), but with

multiple parallel paths (Figure 10). While all paths are unidirectional, we can easily

create such multi-path routes (or virtual links) between two nodes.

It should be noted that the generation of a virtual link is not limited to use with the

specific routing method of the invention.

In the above embodiments the routes through a network are determined in the routing

layer, using single links between nodes or virtual links built from single links between

nodes. The invention is not however limited to this.

Stateful Routing

As a further alternative, it is possible to add nodes in the network that divide the

network into more than a single stateless routing area. These proxy nodes maintain

state information between different BFs and publications, and perform label switching

between BF headers when packets are passing by. These proxy nodes can be used to

avoid filling up Bloom filters or just to divide the network into different administrative

domains.



CLAIMS:

1. A method of providing packet routing information, the method comprising:

encoding routing information from a source node to one or more destination nodes into

a compact representation of set membership; and putting the compact representations

of sets into a header of a packet that is to be sent from the source node to the

destination node(s).

2 . A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein the compact representation of set

membership comprises a Bloom filter.

3 . A method as claimed in claim 1 or 2 wherein the routing information comprises

a plurality of link or node identifiers, each identifying a respective network link or a

respective node.

4 . A method as claimed in claim 1 or 2 wherein the routing information comprises

an identifier that identifies a full or partial path containing two or more network links.

5 . A method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 4 wherein the routing information

defines one or more paths from the source node to the destination node(s) or defines

respective paths from the source node to two or more different destination nodes.

6 . A method as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the routing information is

encoded at the source node or at a routing server.

7 . A method as claimed in any preceding claim and comprising determining a path

from the source node to the destination node(s) by interrogating the routing information

contained in the header of the packet.

8 . A method of routing a packet through a network, the method comprising:

receiving a packet at a network node; interrogating routing information contained in the

header of the packet as a compact representation of set membership to determine one

or more links along which the packet is to be sent from the node and/or to determine

one or more other nodes to which the packet is to be sent from the node; and

forwarding the packet along the determined link(s) and/or to the determined other

node(s).



9 . A method as claimed in claim 8 wherein the compact representation of set

membership comprises a Bloom filter.

10. A method as claimed in claim 8 wherein the routing information comprises a

plurality of link or node identifiers, each identifying a respective network link or a

respective node.

11. A method as claimed in claim 8 wherein the routing information comprises an

identifier that identifies a full or partial path containing two or more network links.

12. A network node comprising: means for receiving a packet; means for

interrogating routing information contained in the header of the packet as a compact

representation of set membership to determine one or more links along which the

packet is to be sent from the node and/or one or more other links to which the packet is

to be sent from the node; the network node being adapted to forward the packet along

the determined link(s) and/or to the determined other node(s).

13. A network node as claimed in claim 12 wherein the routing information

comprises a plurality of link or node identifiers, each identifying a respective network

link or a respective node.

14. A network node as claimed in claim 12 wherein the routing information

comprises an identifier that identifies a full or partial path containing two or more

network links

15. A method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 7 and further comprising:

defining a path through a network, the path comprising a plurality of segments, each

segment having an associated identifier; and assigning an identifier to the path, the

identifier assigned to the path being different from the identifiers associated with each

segment included in the path; wherein encoding the routing information comprises

encoding the identifier assigned to the path.

16. A method as claimed in claim 15 wherein the identifier assigned to the path is

unrelated to the identifiers associated with each segment included in the path.



17. A method as claimed in claim 15 or 16 wherein at least one segment of the path

comprises two or more links each of which directly connects two network nodes.
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